Interfacing membrane mimetics with mass spectrometry
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Conspectus

Membrane proteins play critical physiological roles and make up the majority of drug targets. Due to their generally low expression levels and amphipathic nature, membrane proteins represent challenging molecular entities for biophysical study. Mass spectrometry offers several sensitive approaches to study the biophysics of membrane proteins.

By preserving noncovalent interactions in the gas phase and using collisional activation to remove solubilization agents inside the mass spectrometer, native mass spectrometry (MS) is capable of studying isolated assemblies that would be insoluble in aqueous solution, such as membrane protein oligomers and protein-lipid complexes. Conventional methods use detergent to solubilize the protein prior to electrospray ionization. Gas-phase activation inside the mass spectrometer removes the detergent to yield the isolated proteins with bound ligands. This approach has proven highly successful for ionizing membrane proteins. With the appropriate choice of detergents, membrane proteins with bound lipid species can be observed, which allows characterization of protein-lipid interactions. However, detergents have several limitations. They do not necessarily replicate the native lipid bilayer environment, and only a small number of protein-lipid interactions can be resolved.

In this Account, we summarize the development of different membrane mimetics as cassettes for MS analysis of membrane proteins. Examples include amphipols, bicelles, and picodiscs with a special emphasis on lipoprotein Nanodiscs. Polydispersity and heterogeneity of the membrane mimetic cassette is a critical issue for study by MS. Ever more complex datasets consisting of overlapping protein charge states and multiple lipid-bound entities have required development of new computational, theoretical, and experimental approaches to interpret both mass and ion mobility spectra. We will present the rationale and limitations of these approaches.

Starting with the early work on empty Nanodiscs, we chart developments that culminate in recent high-resolution studies of membrane protein-lipid complexes ejected from Nanodiscs. For the latter, increasing collision energies allowed progressive removal of Nanodisc components, beginning with the scaffold proteins and continuing through successive shells of lipids, allowing direct characterization of the stoichiometry of the annular lipid belt that surrounds the membrane protein.
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We consider future directions for the study of membrane proteins in membrane mimetics, including the development of mixed lipid systems and native bilayer environments. Unambiguous assignment of these heterogeneous systems will rely heavily upon further enhancements in both data analysis protocols and instrumental resolution. We anticipate that these developments will provide new insights into the factors that control dynamic protein-lipid interactions in a variety of tailored and natural lipid environments.

Detergents have driven membrane protein MS

Lipid membranes are a critical component of cellular architecture because they define the boundaries of cellular compartments. Membrane proteins have evolved to function within the amphipathic lipid bilayer and play a number of important biochemical roles, including controlling the flow of chemicals, information, and energy across the membrane barrier.

Membrane proteins present several challenges for biophysical study. First, because the membrane accounts for a relatively small fraction of the cell volume, expression is generally low and can present a critical bottleneck.1 Second, biological membranes are insoluble in aqueous solution and generally very heterogeneous. Because many biophysical techniques are tailored for purified soluble proteins, membrane proteins often need to be solubilized and purified for characterization.2 However, there is a growing appreciation of the importance of the lipid bilayer in modulating membrane protein structure and function.3–5 Thus, it is important to find a balance between effective solubilization and preserving the important lipid surroundings.

Mass spectrometry (MS) can provide a unique solution to these challenges. Relatively small amounts of material are required, and by removing the solvent inside the mass spectrometer, amphipathic complexes can be isolated that would impossible to study in solution. While electrospray ionization (ESI) requires soluble complexes prior to ionization, gas-phase dissociation can be used to isolate and study insoluble complexes post-ionization in the absence of solubilization agents. Conventionally, detergents are used to solubilize the membrane protein prior to nano-ESI (nESI). Under the appropriate MS conditions, it is possible to preserve noncovalent interactions inside the mass spectrometer in a so-called native MS experiment. Because solvent and many detergents can be removed by gas-phase activation of the membrane protein, the naked membrane protein complex can be isolated and studied with native-like tertiary and quaternary structure preserved.6–9 The mass of the complex reports on the oligomeric state,6,7 and the dissociation pattern can be used to piece together the connectivity of complex subunits.8

As detergents are removed, lipids that interact tightly with the protein may remain bound to the membrane protein, which allows analysis of isolated protein-lipid complexes.10,11 Gas-phase isolation of protein-lipid complexes enables a number of experiments. For example, the extra mass from bound lipid species can be used to identify the presence and stoichiometry of endogenous lipids and combined with lipidomics to confirm the identity of structural lipids.7,8,12 Coupling of ion mobility spectrometry with native MS has allowed structural analysis of protein-lipid complexes13,14 and exploration of the effects of lipids on gas-phase unfolding stability.9
While detergents are successful in presenting membrane proteins for native MS, there are several limitations of detergents as a membrane mimetic. First, detergents are generally used in high concentrations, which can destabilize protein structure, protein-protein interactions, and protein-ligand interactions. Second, given the wide chemical diversity of detergents, screening is often required to find the “sweet spot,” a detergent or mixture of detergents that is capable of efficiently solubilizing the membrane protein, effectively releasing in the gas phase, and preserving noncovalent interactions. Although some general rules apply, the optimal detergent for a given protein species is hard to predict. Third, detergent micelles are polydisperse and compete with lipids for lipid-binding sites. Thus, only a small number of protein-lipid interactions may be observed. Finally, detergent micelles do not necessarily replicate the native lipid bilayer environment of membrane proteins. Given the importance of the membrane environment on protein structure and function, alternative membrane mimetics (Figure 1) offer a promising approach to create biologically-relevant approaches for MS of membrane proteins.

**Amphipols as a detergent alternative**

Amphipols were the first alternative membrane mimetic to be applied to native MS. Amphipols are amphipathic copolymers composed of both hydrophobic and hydrophilic monomer units. Because amphipols bind to the membrane protein in a quasi-irreversible manner, they can be used at a much lower concentration than detergents. Moreover, membrane proteins can be more stable in amphipols than micelles.

Amphipols were first applied to monomeric outer membrane proteins OmpT and PagP. Similar to micelles, collisional activation was used to strip the amphipols in the gas phase and release the bare membrane proteins for ion mobility-mass spectrometry (IM-MS), as shown in Figure 2A. OmpT, which was folded in solution, showed a mostly compact state by IM-MS with some unfolding at higher charge states. PagP, which was partially unfolded in solution, showed a mixture of folded and unfolded states by IM-MS with greater unfolding at higher charge states. In both cases, the collision cross section (CCS) of the compact states agreed with the predicted CCS from the crystal structure, showing that the membrane proteins can be released from the amphipol in a native-like state. However, the unfolding of PagP in both the solution and gas phase suggests that the stabilizing effects of amphipols may vary depending on the specific combination of protein and amphipol used.

Further work sought a more direct comparison between these proteins solubilized in detergent micelles and amphipols. While the CCS values were similar for PagP, a close examination of collision-induced unfolding showed that PagP solubilized in amphipols was more stable, remaining folded at higher collision energies than when solubilized in dodecyl-maltoside (DDM) micelles. A similar trend was observed for OmpT, which showed overall lower charge states and more compact CCS values when in amphipols. Similar to OmpT, α-helical membrane proteins Mhp1 and GalP showed lower charge states and more compact structures with amphipols than DDM micelles. Moreover, several spectra showed bound lipid species, demonstrating the ability of amphipols to preserve lipid-bound states in the gas phase.
Similar to detergents, there are protein-dependent differences in utility of different amphipols. Enzymatic activity of outer membrane proteins can be highly dependent on the molecular composition of the amphipol, although these are manifested through relatively small structural changes. The gas-phase release of membrane proteins from amphipols is also dependent on the amphipol composition, with different charging behaviors and release efficiencies depending on the protein and amphipol structure. In general, smaller and less-charged amphipols are more universally effective for ESI-MS. As with detergent, the CCS vs. charge relationship is very similar irrespective of the molecular composition of the amphipol. It remains to be seen how amphipols will translate to oligomeric complexes as initial studies have shown poor performance of amphipols for preservation of trimeric DgaK (see below).

**Lipid nanostructures as membrane mimetics**

Although amphipols offer a detergent-free approach to solubilize membrane proteins, they are heterogeneous, unnatural, and struggle to preserve oligomeric membrane protein complexes. To better mimic the natural lipid environment, membrane proteins can be solubilized in a variety of lipid nanostructures. Liposomes are the simplest form of lipid nanostructures and are simply aqueous suspensions of lipid bilayers, which curve into large vesicle structures. However, liposomes have not yet been successfully employed for MS, likely due to their large size and polydispersity. Bicelles are a combination of lipids with a detergent or short-chained lipid (Figure 1). The lipids form discoidal bilayer structures that are capped by the detergent. Depending on the ratio of lipids to detergent, bicelles can be formed in a range of sizes, but they are generally much smaller than liposomes. Nanodiscs are discoidal lipid bilayers similar to bicelles. While bicelles cap the bilayer with detergents or short-chain lipids, Nanodiscs cap the bilayer with two amphipathic membrane scaffold proteins (MSP). Because MSP can be engineered with a precise size, Nanodiscs are less polydisperse and more homogeneous than alternative membrane mimetic platforms.

Pioneering work examined membrane protein complexes solubilized in amphipols and several lipid nanostructures with native ESI MS. For DgkA, both detergent micelles and amphipols predominantly showed fragmentation of native trimers while bicelles and Nanodiscs showed a higher fraction of intact trimers (Figure 2B and C). For pSRII protein, larger bicelles with a more extensive lipid bilayer showed an enhanced ability to preserve the native dimers. Similarly, Nanodiscs showed a higher fraction of dimers. Interestingly, much higher collision energies were required to eject the membrane protein complexes from lipidic structures than from detergent micelles or amphipols. Thus, more energy is required to strip the lipid molecules from the membrane protein surface.

**Intact Nanodiscs in the gas phase**

The extraordinary gas-phase stability of Nanodiscs was first discovered on “empty” Nanodiscs without membrane proteins. Initial experiments were performed on a simple system consisting of a homogeneous phosphatidylcholine lipids and the canonical scaffold protein, MSP1D1. Nanodiscs were ionized by nESI, and spectra were acquired on a Fourier
transform ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer. Two main features were observed in the spectra. At low m/z, several sharp peaks appeared for isolated lipid monomer, dimers, and trimers. At higher m/z, a complex series of peaks was observed.

The complexity of these higher m/z peaks presented a challenge for interpretation and assignment of the spectra. The pattern contained two primary features, a series of sharper peaks superimposed over a series of broader peaks, as shown in Figure 3. The first key insight was that the sharp peaks were Nanodiscs with a defined charge state and lipid stoichiometry. Neighboring peaks differed by the mass of a single lipid but had roughly the same charge state. Because the lipid mass was known, the charge state of a peak could be estimated by dividing the lipid mass by the m/z difference between adjacent peaks. From the charge state, it was then possible to calculate the masses.

Armed with the masses, interpretation of the rest of the features fell into place. The broader peaks appeared to correspond to adjacent charge states. A crude fitting of each charge state revealed a relatively narrow lipid distribution, demonstrating the relatively low polydispersity of Nanodiscs. Moreover, the measured masses agreed closely with data for intact Nanodisc complexes in solution. Thus, it was possible to preserve the intact Nanodisc complexes in the gas phase, a remarkable fact given the number of molecules in the complex, 2 MSP proteins and around 150 lipids, and the importance of hydrophobic interactions in maintaining this complex ensemble.

Further experiments investigated the dissociation of gas-phase Nanodisc complexes. As the energy in either collision-induced dissociation or infrared multiphoton dissociation was increased, Nanodisc ions shifted to higher m/z values. As charge states began to spread out at these higher m/z values, part of the initial naive interpretation began to break down. The broader peaks superimposed over the lipid distribution could no longer be caused by the charge state distribution. Strangely, they were regularly-spaced and positioned at either integer or half-integer multiples of the lipid mass. In fact, this complex pattern is caused by constructive overlap between adjacent charge states. Each charge state will “resonate” at integer and half-integer multiples of the lipid mass, causing increased intensity at these positions and a broad peak. In Figure 3B, the m/z value for peak 1 could be created from any of a number of combinations of lipid count (mass) and charge, which are marked by black rectangles in Figure 3C. Intensity from these combinations resonates by constructively overlapping at peak 1, which is nearly an integer multiple of the lipid mass. This interpretation exposed a new layer of complexity and necessitated an improved approach to quantitative interpretation of the spectra.

To extract the underlying charge and lipid count, we developed a probability-based deconvolution approach, which relied on information from adjacent charge and oligomeric states to assign peaks in the spectrum. This revealed that Nanodisc complexes lose both mass and charge continuously as they are activated. Although the initial deconvolution approach was applied to a small number of extracted intensities, we generalized the approach to continuous m/z spectra and even two-dimensional IM-MS spectra. We called this new generalized deconvolution program UniDec, short for Universal Deconvolution.
Equipped with a quantitative deconvolution approach, we sought to answer an outstanding question: are intact Nanodiscs still discoidal in the gas phase? Using a linear drift cell Q-IM-TOF instrument, we applied UniDec to IM-MS spectra and monitored the mass, charge, and CCS of Nanodisc ions under increasing collision energies. At low collision energies, the Nanodisc was largely intact, and the CCS agreed with a modeled discoidal structure. Interestingly, at higher collision energies, Nanodiscs undergo a significant collapse, likely due to the transition from a more extended discoidal shape into a more compact sphere. This suggests that empty Nanodiscs are largely compositionally and conformationally intact at lower collision energies but undergo collapse and dissociation as collision energy is increased.

**Mixing it up: Heterogeneous lipid Nanodiscs**

Nanodiscs offer the ability to create a tailored heterogeneous lipid bilayer composition. The first application of this approach to MS relied on a catch-and-release experiment to study peripheral membrane proteins interactions with glycolipids in Nanodiscs (Figure 4). Here, glycolipid Nanodiscs were combined with the soluble protein of interest in solution and ionized by nESI. Although it was not possible to resolve the mass spectrum of the protein-Nanodisc complex, gas-phase activation released the protein with bound glycolipids. Quantifying the number of glycolipids bound to the soluble protein enabled investigation of the mechanisms and affinities of protein-glycolipid interactions. It was also possible to further dissociate the protein-glycolipid complex to release the individual glycolipids for mass analysis. In this case, a heterogeneous pool of glycolipids in the Nanodisc was used to screen for glycolipids that bind competitively to the protein.

The same approach was also applied to picodiscs. Similar to Nanodiscs, picodiscs are lipoprotein complexes, but they use a different scaffold protein, saposin A, to form smaller complexes, typically with hydrodynamic radius of 3.2 nm (Figure 1). Despite a few differences, picodiscs showed similar performance to Nanodiscs for catch-and-release assays and screens.

For glycolipids, the intact Nanodisc complex was too heterogeneous and polydisperse to be resolved by native MS. A distribution in the total number of lipids per complex combined with the statistical distribution in the loading of each lipid created essentially a continuum of microstates with different masses. To take full advantage of heterogeneous Nanodiscs for native MS, we needed a strategy to address this level of complexity.

Our strategy to determine the lipid composition in heterogeneous Nanodiscs was to employ lipids of slightly different mass. Because the mass difference was small compared to the total mass of the complex, differences in microstates were not resolved (Figure 5). A single peak was observed for all microstates with the same total number of lipids, regardless of the loading of each lipid within the complex. To retrieve the global lipid composition of these microstates, we used the spacing between the peaks. Because each peak differs by a single lipid, we reasoned that the mass difference between peaks would report on the average lipid mass and hence average composition of the bilayer. Assuming the lipid composition is uniform, each charge state produces a series of peaks evenly spaced by the
average lipid mass, \( m_l \), divided by the charge, \( z \). The Fourier transform of that charge state leads to a frequency peak at \( z/m_l \). Because there were several charge states, frequency peaks appeared in an evenly-spaced pattern at \( z/m_l \), \( (z+1)/m_l \), \( (z+2)/m_l \), and so on. A second Fourier transform yielded a primary frequency at \( m_l \) giving a direct measurement of the average lipid mass (Figure 5E). A similar Fourier-based approach was applied not only to extracting the lipid mass but also to deconvolving overlapping charge states in homogeneous Nanodiscs with a number of different lipid species.42

Applying the dual Fourier transform approach to Nanodiscs prepared with palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC), palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylglycerol (POPG), and palmitoyl-oleoyl-phosphatidylserine (POPS) in different ratios, we were able to measure the average lipid mass with startling accuracy, which allowed determination of the POPG:POPC ratio to within 3% (Figure 5G). Examining the lipid composition as a function of collision voltage, Nanodiscs showed a fairly uniform composition at low collision energy. However, at elevated collision energies, we observed a polarity-dependent depletion of certain lipid species.

Exploring the polarity dependence further, we investigated the dissociation behavior of Nanodiscs with different lipid compositions under different instrumental polarities. While heterogeneous Nanodiscs behaved similarly in each polarity, homogeneous Nanodiscs showed polarity-dependent behavior. Based on their pKₐ values we can classify the lipids as either cationic, preferring to be positively-charged, or anionic, preferring to be negatively-charged. Phosphatidylcholine lipids are cationic while phosphatidylserine and phosphatidylglycerol lipids are anionic. For homogeneous Nanodiscs, cationic lipids dissociate continuously in positive mode but discontinuously in negative mode. By contrast anionic lipids dissociate continuously in negative mode but discontinuously in positive mode. These results demonstrated that the chemistry of the lipid molecules and the instrumental polarity play critical roles in dissociation mechanisms.

Starting at the top: Membrane protein-Nanodisc complexes

Having established that empty Nanodiscs can be resolved intact in the mass spectrometer, we next questioned if intact membrane protein-Nanodisc complexes could also be resolved. To explore this, we embedded two membrane protein oligomers, trimeric AmtB and tetrameric AqpZ, in several types of Nanodiscs.43 Switching to a higher-resolution native Orbitrap instrument, membrane protein-Nanodiscs showed highly complex spectra with several distinct features that varied as a function of collision energy. At high collision energy, the Nanodisc complex dissociated into its constituent parts: lipids, MSP monomers (Figure 6, blue), and membrane protein monomers (Figure 6, green). At intermediate collision energy, AmtB showed a clear charge state pattern convolved with a Gaussian distribution in the number of lipids per complex. From the masses, it was clear that these peaks came from AmtB trimer with around nine lipids bound.

At lower collision energies, spectra were dominated by a complex pattern similar to the constructive overlap pattern observed for empty Nanodiscs. The masses were lower than an intact complex, indicating that they were dissociation products. However, from a single
spectrum, it was impossible to determine which of the Nanodisc components were lost and which remained. To assign the structures, we developed a high mass analog of Kendrick mass defect analysis. Conventional Kendrick analysis looks at the mass difference between the measured mass and an integer multiple of a reference mass. For hydrocarbon analysis, the reference mass is generally methylene, and hydrocarbons that are atomically identical except for the number of methylene units will have the same mass defect value. In our case, we used the mass of the lipid as the reference mass such that the mass defect is independent of the number of lipids and reports exclusively on the protein components in the complex.

Because MSP1D1(-) has a mass defect of nearly zero with POPC, we used Nanodiscs formed with these two components to discern the oligomeric state of the membrane protein component of the complex. In both cases, AmtB and AqpZ were present in their expected oligomeric state. We then used a larger scaffold protein with a different mass defect, which would change the measured mass defects significantly if the complex contained the scaffold protein. However, no change in mass defect was observed, indicating that the complex contained only membrane protein oligomer and no scaffold protein. This conclusion was further supported by changing the lipid content, which changed the mass defects of all of the components.

From the mass defect, we could then assign these higher molecular weight species to membrane protein oligomers with a large number of bound lipids. To help interpret this distribution in the number of bound lipids, we used molecular dynamics to simulate the lipid bilayer around the membrane protein oligomers and count the number of lipids binding to the protein in different ways. The distributions for the high mass species agreed with the predicted stoichiometry of the full lipid annular belt and a subshell consisting of lipids interacting only through more polar interactions with the lipid head groups (Figure 6, red). Although not observed experimentally for AqpZ, the narrow lipid distribution for AmtB agreed with the number of lipids predicted to interact through ionic interactions (Figure 6, yellow).

From these results, we concluded that at low collision energies, the scaffold proteins and any bulk lipids are removed, leaving only the membrane protein oligomer and any lipids in contact with the protein surface. As the collision energy increases, the weakly-interacting lipids are removed, followed by the lipids interacting through polar contacts, leaving intact protein oligomers with lipids interacting through ionic contacts. Finally, at high collision energy, the complex can be completely dissociated into its constituent components.

**Conclusions and outlook**

Detergent-based membrane protein mass spectrometry has proven highly useful for a wide range of studies of membrane protein oligomers and protein-lipid interactions. Other membrane mimetics also show great promise to contribute to membrane protein native mass spectrometry. Amphipols offer an alternative to detergents that can be used at much lower concentrations and show improved stability. Bicelles and Nanodiscs provide the ability to eject membrane protein complexes from a more native-like lipid bilayer environment. However, the greatest potential strength of alternative membrane mimetics is not in
replacing detergents but in enabling new experiments that were previously not possible. In the case of membrane protein-Nanodisc complexes, we were able to see an unprecedented number of lipids bound to the membrane protein oligomer, pushing the limits of mass spectrometry further into the surrounding lipid bilayer environment.

The central challenge in analysis of protein-lipid complexes with a large number of lipids is addressing polydispersity and heterogeneity. Each step has required new data analysis approaches to first understand the complexity of the spectra and then quantitatively interpret the results. Thus far, experiments have focused on relatively simple systems of empty Nanodiscs and assemblies containing homo-oligomers. As we move towards more complex systems, the computational groundwork developed on homogeneous systems will continue to be critical, and experimental design will become ever more important. As seen for heterogeneous Nanodiscs, the right combination of lipid masses is vital for spectral resolution. Because the Nanodisc platform offers unique abilities to engineer the scaffold protein as well as to customize the bilayer, opportunities exist to improve the experimental design and tailor the Nanodisc for mass spectrometry studies.

As a rapidly developing field, emerging membrane mimetics offer promising platforms to explore. Instead of proteins, it is possible to form Nanodisc-like structures using smaller peptides in a variety of forms.\textsuperscript{44--46} These peptide-based nanodiscs could provide different dissociation mechanisms because the belts can be released one peptide at a time rather than as a concerted dissociation. Another approach utilizes styrene-malic acid copolymers to form a lipoprotein particle known as a SMALP\textsuperscript{47} or Lipodisq.\textsuperscript{48} The advantage of the SMALPs as well as with peptide-based nanodiscs is that they have surfactant-like properties and can thus be used to solubilize membrane proteins directly from the membrane without the need for initial solubilization with detergent. These new membrane mimetics will introduce additional polydispersity and heterogeneity, requiring further biochemical, experimental, and computational approaches. Mass spectrometry is well-poised to unravel this complexity and in so doing enable deeper insights into the interactions between membrane proteins and their lipid environment.
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Figure 1.
Schematic of various solubilization cassettes for membrane proteins. Structures of proteins and peptides are shown in yellow, the lipid bilayer in blue, and synthetic constructs (detergents, amphipols, and styrene-malic acid copolymers) are in magenta.
Figure 2.
Representative mass spectra of membrane proteins ejected from different solubilization cassettes. (A), (B), and (C) show the mass spectra and structures of PagP in amphipols, DgkA in bicelles, and DgkA in Nanodiscs respectively. (A) adapted with permission from ref. 25. Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society. (B) and (C) adapted with permission from ref. 27. Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group.
Figure 3.
Spectrum and analysis of empty Nanodiscs. (A) shows the mass spectrum of a Nanodisc with the deconvolved contributions (D) from each charge state. The boxed region, expanded in (B), highlights the “resonance” at peak 1. Potential charge states are denoted below the data. (C) shows the deconvolved lipid count and charge states from (B) with the intensity shown by contours. The rectangles mark the location of potential charge state and lipid count combinations overlapping at peak 1. Adapted with permission from ref. 35. Copyright 2013 Springer.
Figure 4.
Protein-glycolipid interaction screening using Nanodiscs.35 The protein is incubated with Nanodiscs containing glycolipids and then ionized with ESI. After activation by CID, protein-glycolipid complexes dissociate from the Nanodisc to allow determination of stoichiometry of glycolipids. Adapted with permission from ref. 38. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society.
Figure 5.
Heterogeneous lipid Nanodiscs. (A) shows Nanodiscs with lipids of different head groups (B) but similar masses. (C) shows the mass spectrum of Nanodisc containing 1:1 POPG:POPC. Prospective microstates (red bars) of 13+ (z) Nanodisc containing 125 lipids (n) are shown in (D). (E) is the dual Fourier transform of the Nanodisc spectrum with the inset showing the dual Fourier transform for various ratios of POPC:POPG. (F) and (G) show the average lipid mass and lipid composition where the dashed lines indicate the predicted values. Adapted with permission from ref. 44. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.
Figure 6.
MS analysis of AmtB Nanodisc. (A) and (B) show the representative mass spectrum and deconvoluted spectrum. Four species are identified and highlighted, including AmtB with large number of lipids (red), AmtB with ionic contact lipids (yellow), AmtB monomer (green), and MSP (blue). (C) combines the mass spectra at different collision voltages and (D) summation across all collision voltages. The proposed mechanism of Nanodisc dissociation is shown in (E). Reproduced with permission from ref. 45. Copyright 2015 John Wiley and Sons.